
OUR EUROPE(S) 

Erasmus+ training in Râmnicu Vâlcea gave us a great opportunity to get to know new 

perspectives on Europe and EU. Not only we exchange our memories and experiences. One day 

we got to interview the group of international volunteers from European Solidarity Corps. 



 

ALONA KOVALENKO 

 

Alona was born in Kharkiv, Ukraine and now lives in Romania, but as an international law 

student she sees the heart of Europe in France.  

Europe gives her many opportunities. She also notice some imperfections, thing that need to be 

changed. Especially she draws attention to the amends of bureaucracy. She wants to take part 

in improving Europe to became a better place.  

As a volunteer, Alona works with kids. She teach them about the importance of learning 

language skills. It is the kids she founds the hope for future in. 

 

  



JOHN HANNA 

First thing John noticed after arriving was greenery. He came to Romania from Egypt and was 

surprised by local nature. Since his first European experiences took place in Romania, this 

country become his centre of Europe. 

In his voluntary work he helps teenager improve socials skills and English. He gives them tools 

to deal with their problems, help their wellbeing. He also lead the film discussion club! 

What he values about Europe is freedom. He understands freedom as a wide category, which 

include both freedom in special sense and as intangible values, like freedom of choice. 

John’s Utopia of Europe is more inclusive, diverse and equal. He strives to improve those 

aspects in his everyday life. 

  



ANI GABRIELYAN 

 

Ani came to Romania from Armenia. Her first experience of Europe was meeting kind, helpful 

people, which really impressed her. Her centre of Europe is in Romania and Romania being the 

part of EU makes her happy. 

Ani believes that it’s up to us, as the citizens to create peace.  For her, everything starts from 

humanity. That’s one of the reasons why she decided to became the volunteer and go to medical 

school.  

To Ani Europe means peace, solidarity and safety.  
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